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Lesson 1 - The 4th

Industrial Revolution

1- Defining the 4th

Industrial Revolution



● Coined by Klaus Schwab, founder of the World Economic Forum.

(https://www.weforum.org/about/klaus-schwab)

● First used at the World Economic Forum in 2016.

● Describes how technologies like artificial intelligence (AI), autonomous

vehicles and the internet of things (IoT) are merging with humans’ physical

lives.

“The advent of “cyber-physical systems” involving entirely new capabilities for

people and machines.”
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https://www.weforum.org/about/klaus-schwab
https://www.weforum.org/about/klaus-schwab


Schwab proposed a technological revolution was underway.

4th Industrial Revolution – what is it?

Vestibulum congue 
tempus

Lorem ipsum dolor sit 

amet, consectetur 

adipiscing elit, sed do 

eiusmod tempor.

4th 

Industrial 

Revolution

Technological 

changes altering 

how individuals, 

companies and 

government 

cooperate 

Blurred lines 

between 

physical, digital 

and biological 

fields

Lead societal 

transformation 

similar to 

previous 

industrial 

revolutions
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What is the Fourth Industrial Revolution?
Andrew Maynard, Risk Innovation Lab at the Arizona State 

University

video link

Possible discussion points  for Weekly Clinic / Things to think about

Duration: 5-6 mins

• Did the “hacking” analogy work for you as a way of understanding the 4th Industrial Revolution?

• Did you find it slightly daunting?

TDI viewing Tip; The first 100 seconds cover some of the history 

which we will cover in the next topic – but you might want to review 

it 

Video Source : Arizona University  hosted by You Tube : https://bit.ly/2l2Jioq

https://youtu.be/qhLvhYFLoWE?t=99
https://bit.ly/2l2Jioq


Technologies such as artificial intelligence (AI), autonomous vehicles and the Internet of

Things (IoT) are merging with humans’ physical lives.

Blurring of lines – 4th Industrial Revolution

Learn More:

○ The Fourth Industrial Revolution, which outlines

the key ideas, technologies, and changes connected

to the 4th Industrial Revolution.

○ Shaping the Future of the Fourth Industrial

Revolution by Klaus Schwab and Nicolas Davis,

provides a practical Guide to the ideas outlined in

Schwab's book the Fourth Industrial Revolution.
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https://paul4innovating.com/2018/01/27/shifting-our-thinking-within-the-fourth-industrial-revolution/
https://www.amazon.com/Fourth-Industrial-Revolution-Klaus-Schwab/dp/1524758868
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/598250/shaping-the-future-of-the-fourth-industrial-revolution-by-klaus-schwab-founder-and-executive-chairman-world-economic-forum-with-nicholas-davis/


.

Video – 4th Industrial Revolution
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TIME Interview with Klaus Schwab

Founder of the World Economic Forum

video link

Discussion points for Weekly Clinic / Things to think about

Video Source : TIME interview hosted on MSN: https://bit.ly/2ldwzzc

Duration: 4-5 mins

• Do you agree on the divide between those that embrace change and those that want to retreat?

• What do you think the implications are, moving from a production economy to a “caring and sharing’ economy described?

• Do you share his optimism on global progress? What do you think could go wrong?

• What are the key trends here that will impact the insurance industry?

TDI viewing Tip; Fourth IR segment starts at 1:30 for a about 1 

minute but worth watching it all

https://www.msn.com/en-ca/video/money/time-interviews-klaus-schwab-founder-of-the-world-economic-forum/vp-BBSn8xz
https://bit.ly/2ldwzzc

